
With a variety of expertise from divorce and family law to labor 

and employment, construction and real estate litigation to criminal 

law as well as civil trials and lawsuits, Modern Luxury’s 2012 Power 

Lawyers & Law Firms can help you realize a new future. These 

lawyers seek to empower their clients by taking on tough cases 

and bringing about a swift, mutual resolution. Using innovation 

and experience with individuals and companies of all sizes, these 

power players understand their clients’ priorities, protect their 

interests and achieve their goals with effective, tailored solutions.
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Areas of Law Practiced 
Tomassian, Throckmorton & Inouye is a 

boutique law firm specializing in all areas of 

Construction Claims and Defects, Real  

Estate, Land Slides, Business and Civil 

litigation. Senior partner Serge Tomassian 

has been practicing law in Southern 

California for 28 years while compiling 

extensive trial, arbitration and mediation 

success. He was recognized in 2009 to 2012 

as one of OC’s “Top Construction and Real 

Estate Litigation Lawyers.” Serge Tomassian 

and his firm have received the highest skill 

and ethical rating of “AV” by Martindale-

Hubbell. He also earned the highest rating 

of “10” by AVVO. He was recognized as a 

Southern California “Super Lawyer” for 2012. 

The reputation of Tomassian, Throckmorton & Inouye, LLP, originates from in-depth 

knowledge and expertise across broad and specialized areas of the practice. The firm 

has extensive trial, arbitration and mediation experience in all areas of construction 

claims and defects, real estate disputes, landslides, homeowner association matters, 

contractual and business issues as well as employment and entertainment matters. 

The entire firm is committed to its clients in a professional and effective manner. The 

firm has received the highest legal ratings and its managing partner Serge Tomassian 

is recognized as a top construction and real estate attorney in Southern California. 

The firm’s success lies in the results they have achieved through professionalism, 

teamwork, skill and tenacity. A summary of results includes: multi-million dollar 

jury verdicts and settlements for construction claims and defects, soils movement 

and landslide claims. The firm has successfully recovered through trial or 

settlement in excess of $75 million in damages for plaintiffs/homeowners and has  

successfully defended against multi-million dollar claims in construction, business 

and real estate matters. 
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